Ungodly

A Novel

Kendare Blake

As ancient immortals are left reeling, a modern Athena and Hermes search the world for answers in the final Goddess War novel by the acclaimed author of Anna Dressed in Blood

For the Goddess of Wisdom, what Athena didn't know could fill a book. That's what Ares said.

So she was wrong about some things. So the assault on Olympus left them beaten and scattered and possibly dead. So they have to fight the Fates themselves, who, it turns out, are the source of the gods' illness. And sure, Athena is stuck in the underworld, holding the body of the only hero she has ever loved.

But Hermes is still topside, trying to power up Andie and Henry before he runs out of time and dies, or the Fates arrive to eat their faces.

And Cassandra is up there somewhere too. On a quest for death. With the god of death.

Just because things haven't gone exactly according to plan, it doesn't mean they've lost. They've only mostly lost. And there's a big difference.

PRAISE

For Antigoddess

"The action is riveting... Blake presents a gory, thrilling vision of the twilight of the gods, in all their pettiness and power, while letting readers draw their own messages and conclusions."
—Publishers Weekly, starred review

"This new series from one of the best up-and-coming horror/suspense writers around updates Greek mythology but offers far more than a Percy Jackson retread. This edgy first installment maneuvers forces into position; readers will want to stay tuned."
—Kirkus Reviews

"I will be impatiently waiting for the sequel." —USA Today "Happily Ever After" blog

KENDARE BLAKE holds an MA in Creative Writing from Middlesex University in northern London. She lives and writes outside of Seattle, Washington. www.kendareblake.com
Mortal Gods

Kendare Blake

As ancient immortals are left reeling, a modern Athena and Hermes search the world for answers in the second Goddess War novel by the acclaimed author of Anna Dressed in Blood

Ares, god of war, is leading the other dying gods into battle. Which is just fine with Athena. She's ready to wage a war of her own, and she's never liked him anyway. If Athena is lucky, the winning gods will have their immortality restored. If not, at least she'll have killed the bloody lot of them, and she and Hermes can die in peace.

Cassandra Weaver is a weapon of fate: The girl who kills gods. But all she wants is for the god she loved and lost to return to life. If she can't have that, then the other gods will burn, starting with his murderer, Aphrodite.

The alliance between Cassandra and Athena is fragile. Cassandra suspects Athena lacks the will to kill her own family. Athena fears that Cassandra's hate will get them all killed.

The war takes them across the globe, searching for lost gods, old enemies, and Achilles, the greatest warrior the world has ever seen. As the struggle escalates, Athena and Cassandra must find a way to work together. Because if they can't, fates far worse than death await.

PRAISE

For Antigoddess

"The action is riveting... Blake presents a gory, thrilling vision of the twilight of the gods, in all their pettiness and power, while letting readers draw their own messages and conclusions." —Publishers Weekly, starred review

"This new series from one of the best up-and-coming horror/suspense writers around updates Greek mythology but offers far more than a Percy Jackson retread. This edgy first installment maneuvers forces into position; readers will want to stay tuned." —Kirkus Reviews

"I will be impatiently waiting for the sequel." —USA Today "Happily Ever After" blog

KENDARE BLAKE holds an MA in creative writing from Middlesex University in northern London. She is the critically acclaimed author of Anna Dressed in Blood, Girl of Nightmares, and Antigoddess. She lives and writes outside of Seattle, Washington. www.kendareblake.com
The Black Stars
Dan Krokos

"Outlandish gizmos and snappy, slangy dialogue go with the territory in this comic book–like story." —Booklist

Mason Stark has a problem with minding his own business. This worked to his advantage when he helped bring peace between humans and the alien Tremist. He's now considered an intergalactic hero, but that hasn't made school any easier. With his new reputation, any bully with something to prove wants to fight him.

With the new peace treaty on shaky ground, Mason is called upon to infiltrate the Tremist school for soldiers. Mason's bound to find trouble, especially now that he has the power to channel electricity through his Tremist gloves, but when his new classmates begin to disappear under mysterious circumstances, he realizes trouble might find him first. The Tremist are working on a secret project, but what Mason discovers goes beyond that, to an ancient, powerful enemy.

With that very enemy threatening to invade, Mason must call on his friends, both human and Tremist, to fight. They call him a hero, and now that's what he must be—even if it requires the ultimate sacrifice.

In this stellar follow-up to The Planet Thieves, Dan Krokos imbues The Black Stars with all the tension and action that made his first middle-grade novel such a gripping tale.

PRAISE
For The Planet Thieves


"Krokos launches this series with skill and purpose, immediately placing readers in the action and never slowing down." —Publishers Weekly

"This book will appeal to science fiction fans, especially those who are enthusiastic about the upcoming movie adaptation of Ender's Game. In fact, the rights to this book have already been optioned by Warner Bros." —School Library Journal

"Excitingly suspenseful and filled with intriguing plot twists." —VOYA

After pumping gas for nine years to put himself through college, DAN KROKOS now writes full time. He enjoys watching TV, playing MMORPGs, and drinking coffee. He is the author of The Planet Thieves, The Black Stars, and the YA novel False Memory. dankrokos.com
Mistborn Trilogy TPB Boxed Set

Mistborn, The Hero of Ages, and The Well of Ascension

Brandon Sanderson

Following Sanderson’s successful launch into the YA market with *The Rithmatist* comes the Mistborn Trilogy—*Mistborn, The Well of Ascension, and The Hero of Ages*—repackaged for the teen audience

Once, a hero rose to save the world. He failed.

For a thousand years since, the world has been a wasteland of ash and mist ruled by the immortal emperor known as the Lord Ruler. Every revolt has failed miserably.

Somehow, hope survives. Hope that dares to dream of ending the empire and defeating the Lord Ruler. A new kind of uprising is being planned—one that depends on the cunning of a brilliant criminal mastermind and the determination of an unlikely heroine: a teenage street urchin named Vin.

Once, a hero rose to save the world and failed. This time, can a young heroine succeed?

Each boxed set includes a fold out poster map of Luthadel.

**PRAISE**

"Intrigue, politics, and conspiracies mesh complexly in a world Sanderson realizes in satisfying depth and peoples with impressive characters." - *Booklist on Mistborn*

"This entertaining read will especially please those who always wanted to know what happened after the good guys won." - *Publishers Weekly on The Well of Ascension*

"Sanderson's conclusion to the epic that began with *Mistborn* and continued in *Well of Ascension* resonates with all the elements of classic heroic fantasy, along with unusual forms of magic and strong, believable characters." - *Library Journal on The Hero of Ages*

BRANDON SANDERSON is the #1 *New York Times* bestselling author of *The Rithmatist* and *Steelheart*, both of which were selected for the American Library Association's Teens' Top Ten list. He's also written many popular and award-winning books for adults. His middle grade series, *Alcatraz Versus the Evil Librarians*, is now available in deluxe editions. Visit him online at BrandonSanderson.com.
Sean Wyndham has tried to stay away from the lure of magic—the last time he tried to dabble in the dark studies, he inadvertently summoned a blood familiar, wreaking havoc on his town, and calling the attention of the Elder Gods. But now Sean has been offered the chance to study magic with a proper teacher, overseen by Helen Arkwright, a friend of Sean's father and heir to ancient order of much power, who protects New England from that which lurks in the coastline's unseen depths. But will learning theory be enough, when there is a much greater magical secret hidden in Helen's vaulted library?

Accompanied by his best friend, Eddy, and their enigmatic new friend Daniel, Sean wades out deeper into mystical legend and shadow. With hints and secrets buried long in family lore, they turn to the suspicious Reverend Orne once more for assistance. But as Sean deepens his understanding of his power, a darkness is waking…

PRAISE

For Summoned

"A fantastic debut...This YA gothic is infused with sly wit and occult tremors in equal measure. Finally, a novel for readers who like their magic dangerous, and their hexes irrevocable." -Sean Beaudoin, author of The Infects and Wise Young Fool

"This is not a journey for the faint-hearted. Summoned is the kind of book guaranteed to keep you awake at night-long after you've finished reading it."-Gina Cascone, coauthor of the Deadtime Stories series

"Delivers a frightening story...an intricate homage to the Lovecraftian universe, though familiarity with the classic writer is not required for enjoyment."-Booklist

ANNE M. PILLSWORTH's novel Summoned began the Redemption's Heir series, set in the same world as her short story "Geldman's Pharmacy," which received honorable mention in The Year's Best Fantasy and Horror, Thirteenth Annual Collection. She currently lives in a Victorian "trolley car" suburb of Providence, Rhode Island, with her wife.
Summoned
Anne M. Pillsworth

When the Elder Gods extend an invitation, be wary of the strings attached

While browsing in a rare book store in Arkham, Sean finds an occult book with an ad seeking an apprentice sorcerer, from a newspaper dated March 21, 1895. Even more intriguing, the ad specifically requests applicants reply by email. Sean's always been interested in magic, particularly the Lovecraftian dark mythology. Against his best friend Edna's ("call-me-Eddy-or-else") advice, he decides to answer the ad, figuring it's a clever hoax, but hoping that it won't be.
The advertiser, Reverend Redemption Orne, claims to be a master of the occult born more than 300 years ago. To prove his legitimacy, Orne gives Sean instructions to summon a harmless but useful familiar—but Sean's ceremony takes a dark turn, and he instead accidentally beckons a bloodthirsty servant to the Cthulhu Mythos god Nyarlathotep. The ritual is preemptively broken, and now Sean must find and bind the servitor, before it grows too strong to contain. But strange things are already happening in the town of Arkham....

PRAISE

“"A fantastic debut...this YA gothic is infused with sly wit and occult tremors in equal measure. Finally, a novel for readers who like their magic dangerous, and their hexes irrevocable." —Sean Beaudoin, author of The Infects and Wise Young Fool

"This is not a journey for the faint-hearted. Summoned is the kind of book guaranteed to keep you awake at night—long after you've finished reading it."—Gina Cascone, coauthor of the Deadtime Stories series

ANNE PILLSWORTH's short story "Geldman's Pharmacy" received honorable mention in The Year's Best Fantasy and Horror, Thirteenth Annual Collection. She currently lives in a Victorian "trolley car" suburb of Providence, Rhode Island. Summoned is her first novel.
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